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“Expansion Time” – BASELWORLD 2015
For the third year in a row CITIZEN has commissioned Tsuyoshi Tane from DGT (DORELL.GHOTMEH.
TANE / ARCHITECTS) in Paris to create a unique installation for their exhibition booth at Baselworld
2015. Following “Frozen Time” in 2013 and “Compressed Time” in 2014, “Expansion Time” was created
this year to recreate the state of the universe right after it was formed and to allow visitors to explore the
relationship between light and time. With 10,000 main plates suspended from the ceiling the exhibition
space was transformed into a symphony space where music set the tone and lights and shadows were
set into motion across an opaque screen.
New for this year, CITIZEN expanded upon its installation to include a
curated gallery space designed by Tane to showcase one of CITIZEN’s
proprietary technologies, “Super Titanium™. The exhibition showed the
distinctive texture and strength of “Super Titanium™”, made
from CITIZEN’s state-of-the-art titanium processing and
surface-hardening technology.

SATELLITE WAVE GPS TECHNOLOGY
Telling You the Precise Time, Anywhere in the World
Our goal of providing people with the correct time, regardless of where in the world they live and
work, led to the development of Satellite Wave technology. When we started, there were no GPS
chips designed specifically for watches to display the correct time. Undaunted, we set about
establishing our own technologies to successfully open the door to the future of watches.
Since its very beginnings, watchmakers have continually strived for the most accurate time keeping
possible. With coverage ranging from 26 to 40 time zones, watches with Satellite Wave technology
will ensure the most accurate time you will find in any conventional watch. Whether you trek through
the desert, cruise the oceans or climb a snowy mountain, you never need to worry about not having
the correct time.
Satellite Wave technology allows your watch to adjust to a new time zone with amazing speed and
ease by receiving correct time and date information from GPS satellites orbiting 20,000 kilometers
above the Earth. Our newest models (F900 and World Time GPS) can receive this signal in as little
as three seconds which is the fastest reception time of any satellite synchronized watch. A testimony
to our continuous and tireless work to improve our products the current model introductions receive
the signal in half the time than models we introduced in 2011. Other improvements we have made
over these past 4 years include the introduction of models with full metal cases and providing the
consumer with two options for synchronizing to the satellite. Either by manually moving the sweep
hand to one of the 27 world cities on the bezel and then capturing the signal in as quick as 3 seconds
or waiting for the 4 satellites to find him in as little as 30 seconds.

CITIZEN constantly strives towards innovation and firsts in watchmaking. Since its founding in 1930, Citizen has held the
belief of “Better Starts Now” — that is, no matter who you are and what you do, it is always possible to make something
better, and now is the time to start doing it. Sharing this belief, we have created watches, invented and improved technologies
such as our propriety light-powered technology “Eco-Drive” and state-of-the-art satellite-synchronized timekeeping.

ECO-DRIVE MEN’S TECHNOLOGY WATCHES
Satellite Wave F900 - Limited Edition
CC9005-58E
MSRP $2,400.00
Innovative technology, sleek design and ultra-accurate precision timekeeping system, the Satellite Wave
F900 offers a satellite reception speed in as little as 3 seconds. This 1,700 piece Limited Edition timepiece,
in Super Titanium™ with DLC coating and black dial, includes satellite GPS timekeeping technology
available in 40 time zones, chronograph, perpetual calendar alarm, light level indicator and date.

Satellite Wave F900
CC9010-74A
MSRP $1,995.00
Innovative technology, sleek design and ultra-accurate precision timekeeping system, the Satellite Wave
F900 offers a satellite reception speed in as little as 3 seconds. This timepiece, in Super Titanium™ with
a silver-tone dial, includes satellite GPS timekeeping technology available in 40 time zones, chronograph,
perpetual calendar alarm, dual time, light level indicator and date.

Satellite Wave-World Time GPS
CC3005-85E
MSRP $1,150.00
Citizen breaks the boundaries once again in developing affordable satellite timekeeping technology with
the launch of the Satellite Wave-World Time GPS in stainless steel with black dial. Featuring satellite GPS
timekeeping in as quick as 3 seconds with worldwide reception area, world time in 27 cities (40 time zones),
perpetual calendar, daylight savings time indicator, power reserve and light level power indicators, day and
date.

World Chronograph A-T
AT8116-57E
MSRP $650.00
Citizen World Chronograph A-T, the ideal timepiece for the avid world traveler. Atomic timekeeping in 26
time zones, 1/20-second chronograph measures up to 60 minutes, perpetual calendar, 12/24-hour time,
power reserve indicator, day and date. Crafted with rose gold two-tone stainless steel case and bracelet
with black dial featuring rose gold-tone accents and sapphire crystal.

Ti+IP
CA4240-82E
MSRP $475.00
Citizen combines a bold and sporty look with light-weight Super Titanium™ creating a timepiece that is not
only great looking but comfortable to wear. Created from Citizen’s proprietary Super Titanium™ technology
with a surface hardening finish called *Duratect. The Ti+IP timepiece is 40% lighter than stainless steel and
5 times harder to resist scratches, perfect for the man on the go. Featured here with Super Titanium™ case
and bracelet, black dial with bright red accents, 1/5th-second chronograph, 12/24-hour time and date.

ECO-DRIVE MEN’S SPORT WATCHES
Ecosphere Golf
AW1505-03E
MSRP $295.00
Hit the links with style sporting the Ecosphere Golf watch. Whether you’re a player or a spectator, the
comfort fit crown to the left of the case, along with the golf ball motif carried across the black dial and
polyurethane strap, will make you feel like a pro. Featuring proprietary chroma finishing in turf green on the
case, black polyurethane strap and black dial with water resistance up to 100 meters and date.

ECO-DRIVE LADIES’ DIAMOND WATCHES
Citizen L Circle of Time
EM0382-86D
MSRP $650.00
This timepiece encompasses all the opulence and style of the Citizen L series. Brilliant sparkling diamonds,
mother-of-pearl dial and playfully positioned indices are just a few of the features on this Citizen L Circle
of Time watch. Shown here in a rose gold-tone stainless steel case and bracelet with white Mother-of-Pearl
dial.

World Chronograph A-T
FC5000-51L
MSRP $895.00
Travel the world wearing the Citizen World Chronograph A-T designed especially for ladies in stainless
steel with a periwinkle blue dial. Atomic timekeeping technology available in 26 time zones, keeping you on
time and in style no matter where your journey takes you. Featuring a decorated bezel with 38 diamonds,
1/20-second chronograph measuring up to 60 minutes, perpetual calendar, 12/24-hour time, power reserve
indicator, day and date.

Citizen L Sunrise
EM0320-83A
MSRP $87500
Stunning, stylish and daring. CITIZEN L is an iconic collection made especially for women. Draped with
seven diamonds and three additional diamonds floating along the bezel, the Sunrise series sets the
standard for timeless women’s fashion. Now available in a stainless steel case, stainless steel and white
ceramic bracelet with bright white dial.

SIGNATURE WATCHES
Signature Grand Classic
NB3010-52A
MSRP $1,195.00
Consideration to detail articulates the rich character of the Grand Classic Calibre 9184 Automatic from
the Citizen Signature Collection. Essential features include an exclusively designed and decorated rotor
with 26 jewels viewed through an exhibition case back and fine coin edge on the bezel, along with a 40hour power reserve. This stainless steel watch with silver dial includes a date window, luminous hands
and dual-coated anti-reflective sapphire crystal.

Signature Versailles
EM0374-50A
MSRP $1,795.00
Majestic in its name, the Citizen Signature Versailles is just that, with brilliant shining diamonds on the
inner ring, bezel and crown. Featured here in two-tone stainless steel with a bright white dial and dualcoated anti-reflective sapphire crystal.

CITIZEN is a true manufacture d’horlogerie with a comprehensive manufacturing process that extends from creating
a watch’s individual components to its final assembly. From the first Titanium watch in 1970, to the first Satellite Wave
timepiece in 2011, CITIZEN continues to push the boundaries in technology, material and product development.
This newsletter is a sample of Citizen’s Baselworld 2015 introductions available for Fall 2015.
Please contact your local representative for the full collection.
BETTER STARTS NOW

